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During thirty years of reforms and opening-up, the high speed of Chinese 
economy attracted global private equity fund to China, and produced great amount 
of domestic private equity fund, what makes China become the most energetic 
private equity fund market in Asia. But in 2008, Finance crisis will impact Chinese 
real economy and depress the confidence of China capital market. Private equity 
fund, who stand in the center of capital market, receive the bad effect of capital 
market and real economy, working very hard. Especially in the circulation of private 
equity fund, the capital and economy cannot circle fluently because of lack of 
effective capital flows. 
In this article, the process of private equity fund will be discussed, financing, 
investment and exit. In each progress, the block of capital flows will be discussed , 
China real cases ，and successful experience of foreign countries in private equity 
fund will be used for reference to bring up a real scheme for capital flows. It is 
hoped that it will contribute to healthy steady developing Chinese private equity 
fund。 
This article has 6 chapters. Chapter 1 will expatiate the main idea of the whole 
article ,based on actuality of home and abroad. Chapter 2 will introduce the actuality 
of Chinese private equity fund and the process of private equity fund. From chapter 
3 we will discuss the real problems about the scheme for capital flows of Chinese 
private equity fund. In chapter 4 , the examples of some capital flows of foreign 
private equity fund will be discussed, especially in America. Chapter 5 introduces 
the real selection of private equity fund in our country. It is brought up that on the 
condition of flow, finance resources should be released to guide more capital 
properly. Based on limited partnership, mature investment will guard the system, 
and layers of capital market will be made to be kernel steps. Up to now, an effective 
flow system has been established. Chapter 6 summarizes the views of this article. 
The clue of the article is the capital flow. The process of private equity fund and the 
discussion will be used to put forward the assuming of private equity fund on capital 
flow. Combining China real cases to foreign experiences, a real system of capital 
flow will be brought out.  
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